
On Ninth National Conference of Chinese School Association in United State(CSAUS) on 12/8/2012 in
Cincinnate, Ohio, Director of National East Asian Languages Resource Center at The Ohio State University, Dr.
Galal Walker made a "Chinese Culture as an American and World Heritage” keynote speech, including
references to the world-renowned Early Childhood Education expert Dr. Patricia K. Kuhl on critical points of
language learning time for in-depth study of a chart (see Figure 1).
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Fig 2: Actual Chinese Characters Learned For Each School Year Of Weekend Chinese

Schools in USA Per The Most Popular Text Book Set

Fig 1: Critical Timing to Learn New Language

You will see from the figure, children at age 3-7 years is the best period to
learn new language while the 8-17-year-old youth language learning
ability will be in faster and faster rate of decline over the years. It
matches very consistently toward our Chinese educational research and
practice, which raises us a problem: how to take full advantage of the
best language learning period of children to learn one of the most
difficult languages in the world – Chinese in USA in their spare time?

The difficulties to learn Chinese Language is that the Chinese is a set of
onomatopoeic, pictographic, and meaning of the object that is totally
different from the native language in North America. You first have to
learn 2500 most commonly used characters in the modern Chinese language and take training on listening,
speaking, reading and writing so that you can understand 98.8% of any Article in Chinese. In North America, it
becomes much more hard to learn Chinese in kids’ spare time due to the limitations of the humanities,
language overall environment, classroom rental and class timing. Still, we generally just follow the traditional
listening, speaking, reading and writing “learning-all-at-once” method that is used to learn mother tongue in
China for 6-year elementary full-time system. Based on the teaching mother tongue philosophy and started
from “to-teach" thought, after 5 or 6 years of hard learning in their spare time, children in USA cannot like
those in China to learn their mother tongue that can breakthrough bottleneck of learning 2500 most
commonly used Chinese characters but only can reach the level of less than 1000 (see Figure 2). That level will
be far, far away from meeting the
"knowledge-based reading” needs at ages 12 or
13 while they will face with the rapid decline in
the ability to learn languages. The accumulated
learning achievement for these years began to
be gone quickly , start to forget more than
learning since what they learned can not be
used in reading the Chinese articles they are
interested in. Ultimately, children fell short
of success in learning Chinese language, and chose to give up due to their busy schedules in high school years.
The children’s interest are changeable easily in this physiological and psychological growth during their teenage
phase and they do not like adults who can have a firm belief perseverance the amateur learning Chinese in
North America. We will need to do in-depth analysis and study its particularities, to accept the teaching
philosophy in North American education system and teaching kids from their "learning" as a starting point. We
need to get rid of the traditional teaching philosophy of listening, speaking, reading and writing
“learning-all-at-once” in the native language learning in China, and postpone the most difficult parts,
comprehension and writing to later learning progress that will be after children having learned 1800 Chinese
characters and starting to become “literate” to read books comprehensively. It means that the learning process
of listening, speaking, reading will be started first, and, the most inopportune "writing" and "understanding"
will be postponed to the time point when children begin to have independent reading ability that is called
"literate" level in China - the breakthrough of 1800 most commonly used word learning. By this way, we can be
able to recruit as young as possible children to begin Chinese amateur learning (some children are 4 and a half
years old to start in our classes), to break through the bottlenecks identified in 2500 most commonly used
characters before the accelerated decline of learning language abilities in their childhood. It will greatly reduce
the burden of children learning loads and ultimately reduce efforts of parents to help their homework. Still, the
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expenses spent on learning Chinese will be reduced greatly, comparing the costs from the traditional learning
method that parents have put in time, energy, tuition fees, etc. Our school can achieve a breakthrough 2500
most commonly used characters bottleneck within a three-year, 360 hours of weekend amateur learning period
by adopting the new learning method. Now, it becomes reality that the sole criterion of Chinese learning
world-wide developed by the Chinese Education Department - Chinese Proficiency Test (HSK) is applied toward
children learning achievements.

The drawback for traditional listening, speaking, reading and writing “learning-all-at-once” learning Chinese
method is that it does not fit to the physical and psychological growth conditions. Children at early ages don’t
like adults who have good logical thinking ability and the learning method of “understanding to memorize” to
learn their world. What they have is to memorize everything but not necessary to understand, so called
“pattern memorizing”, or “entity memorizing” learning world method. They also don’t have logical thinking
ability before their brains fully developed at age 8. Asking children at that early ages to “write” that requires
knowing the structure of Chinese characters and needing a strong logical thinking ability, while to “understand”
the meanings of Chinese characters that requires strong knowledge of world and strong Chinese culture
background, is only to greatly increase the burden in their learning progress. The 2 major misunderstandings in
Chinese learning are “understanding = learning” and “writing = learning” in adults minds but not in children
minds. The learning focuses can be shifted following children growth physically and psychologically so that will
be why we have made new Chinese learning method successfully. Say, if children start learning Chinese at age 6
in weekend Chinese schools even they are in the best learning language critical period, they can only learn
roughly less than 300 Chinese most commonly used characters in 2 years comparing the character count of
around 2400 and having a lot of readings in the new learning method. That is why most Children in weekend
Chinese schools in USA will be eventually “not be able to learn Chinese” that would be the biggest obstruction
here.


